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The author dernonstrates a clear lnaster\- of the literature. eraluation protocols, signal processing techniques. ancl rnodeling rnethods in the speaker recogniťion field. The ]jterature rel,ieu' anc1 statement of lris thesis problem is clear
and succinct anrl could serve as a model for other PhD tl'resis candiclates.
The central claim of tl-re thesis, namely that major improvements in speaker
recognition accuracies as measured on standard test beds (the IIIST speaker recogrrition evaluatiorr corpora) carr be achieved using careÍully extracted prosodic
features combined with !vector modeling and Probabilistic Linear Discriminalt
Analysis (PLDA) is amply demonstrated. The extension of i-r-eetor modelilg to
handle multinomial distributions is original and tlie results obtairred v'ith SRI's
SNERF features are excellent.

I think I can safely assert that, prior to the compleťion of this thesis, no
expert in the field u'ould have believed that a speaker recognition architecture
desigrred using onl1. prosodic features would have been capable of atťaining equal
error rates on the order oí 57o on stanclard benc}rmarks. I would like to take thÍs
opportunity to congratulate Marcel on this outstanding result.
An inrportant contribution is tlre careful evaluation in Chapter 3 oí ťhe ra_
rious u,'ays of extracting energy and pitch contour features. The author has done
a much better job here than the rather slap-dash approach taken by Dehak and
myself in [Dehak 2007]. I rnust own up ťo responsibility for this as I had a
particular agenda to promote, namely to show that, even with a very casual
approach to feature extraction, Joint Factor Analysis modeling of prosodic features was a match for the carefully engineered SNTERF features developed by
SRI. It is satisfying ťhat the author's work on extracting contour features paicl
off but I think it would have been more helpful to the reader to highlight the
final shift and overlap configuration more clearly than in the paragraph of Section 3.1.4 beginning "In later experiments ...". The author is also to be creciited
with getting sRI's permission to use their SNERF features so that he could
address the problem of buiiding the best possible prosodic speaker recognizer in
a thoroughly s1'stematic way.
Regarding the comparison of JFA and i-l.ector + PLDA modeling of conťortr
features, the results are quite striking in that the difference betw-een the results
obtained by tlie two approaches (Tables 4.1 and 4.2) seem to be larger than one
would expect fronr the results obtained u'ith cepstrai features.
The main theoretical contribution of the thesis is the extension of ťhe i-vecťor
methodoiogy to modeling "supervectors" made up of multinomial distributions.
Because of its novelty, I would have liked to see a few more detaíls in the
presentation. The basic idea borrorvs from the way Povey and Burget handle
mixture weiglrts in tl-re subspace GNIM nrodeI for speech recogniťion, but the
irnplementa,tion seems to differ in some ways. If I remember correctly (this may
be based on a recollection ofan early version oftheir work), Pove1, and Burget
use a sintplified approach whereby the estimate the vector zr.' in (4.71) using
ordinary GMM supervectors and then use estimates obtained in this way to
update the matrix T in @.7I)' I ťlrink it might be helpful to clarify this point
for the reader. Also, I founcl the "max" in (a.76) puzzling and was left wondering
if this was just a crude fix to ensure positive defirriteness of Hu. (If thať is ťhe

case' there is rro harm in saying so' as the effectiveness of the meťhod
seems to be
unequivocally demonstrated in F ig. a.3.) Another thing i would haye liked
to see
would be an eigenvalue profile of the matrixTT*; this would give some insight
into ťhe question of whether the very high dimensional collectiorr of multinomial
distributions defined by SNERF s can be reasonably mocleled as low dimensional
(of course this question is addressed in Fig.4.4 but only indirectly).
That said,
the experimental results reported in Table 4.3 are very impressive.
The i-vector firsion technique presented i' chapter b has a nice appeal.
I
find it very interesting ťlraťthe results in line 4 of Table 5.1 are urriformly
better than ťhose in line 5 (and that a similar tenderrcy is evident irr Tables
5.2
and 5.3) in other words, that i-r.ector fusion is generally better than l{iko
Brurnrner's score based fusion. The issue here in my mind is thať i-vector fusion
is a purely generative method (so that it only gets to look at target trials in
training) whereas score based fusion is discriminative (so that it gets to look
at
non_ťarget trials as we]l as target trials). Thus the i_vector fusion methocl
would
appear to be at a disadvantage a priori, something that I think would be worth
highlighting. (However it slrould also be nrentioned tlrat i-vector Íusion would
need to be followecl by a calibration stage in practice and that would require
a
development set containing non-target as well as target trials.)
If the author sees fit. it might be a good idea to inclucle some of the pnrery
prosodic results (DCT + Sl'IERF-iv) presented in Section b.1.1 in the
tables
in Section 5'3 which suln up the final results of the thesis in orcler to hightight
the effectiveness of the prosodic features. I would also advise supplying some
historical context in the concluding section so ťhe reader.can appreciate the
irnportance of the author's achieving an equal error rate of 5.4% in telephone
speech using only prosodic features. If memory Ser\€s' a state of the art system
in 2005 (involving a fusion of, say, a dozen heterogeneous subsystems) would
not have achieved a betler result.

The author has pubiished his work extensively i' the proceedings of the
flagship conferences in the field (Interspeech and ICASSP) and speeclr com_
mun'i,cation. He has been nominated twice for best student paper awards
and
participated actively in ser'eraI NIST evaluation campaig,.. u,'á related workshops. It is my jirdgment that he has satisfied ail of ťhe requiremenťs for
the
PhD degree and I wholeheartedly recommend that the degree be aw-arded.
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